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R E S U M O

Nas últimas décadas, a biotecnologia evoluiu em torno da aplicação de métodos computa-
cionais. Como resultado, ferramentas computacionais, tal como o merlin, surgiram com
a capacidade de prever algumas funções celulares de um organismo especı́fico de acordo
com modificações no genótipo.

O merlin é uma ferramenta que permite a reconstrução de modelos metabólicos à es-
cala genómica para organismos, desde que já tenham seu genoma sequenciado. Contudo,
apresenta limitações aos nı́veis da arquitetura e da gestão da base de dados.

Assim, para melhorar a estrutura e gestão da base de dados do merlin, é necessário
implementar uma ferramenta de mapeamento de objetos relacional, como o Hibernate.

Pretendeu-se resolver as limitações do merlin através da implementação de interfaces de
objetos de acesso à base de dados, que utilizam a ferramenta Hibernate para gerir todas as
consultas à base de dados.

Ao longo desta tese, foram criados serviços, que usam os objectos de acesso à base de
dados criados.

Nesta tese pretendeu-se implementar o Hibernate na aplicação JavaTMmerlin, aplicando
e explorando todas as suas vantagens. Esta implementação teve como objetivo remover as
dependências das base de dados MySQLTMe H2, do código central do merlin.

Todo o código desenvolvido está disponı́vel no repositório merlin 4.0 e pode ser acedido
através do link https://gitlab.bio.di.uminho.pt/merlin4/merlin-hibernate/tree/dev spereira.

Palavras-chave: criteria API, hibernate, merlin, metabolic models reconstruction, ORM.
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A B S T R A C T

Over the last decades, biotechnology has evolved within application of computational meth-
ods. As result, computational tools, such as merlin, emerged with the ability to predict some
cellular functions of a specific organism within modifications in the genotype.

merlin is a tool that enables the reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic models for
organisms, provided that they have their genome sequenced. But it presents limitations at
architecture and database management levels.

So, to improve the structure and management of merlin’s database it is necessary to
implement a relational object mapping tool, such as Hibernate.

It was pretended to solve merlin’s limitations within the implementation of database
access object interfaces, that are intended to use Hibernate tool to manage all database
queries.

Throughout this thesis, services that call created database access objects were created.
In this thesis it was intended to implement Hibernate in the JavaTMapplication merlin,

applying and exploiting all its advantages. This implementation aimed to remove the de-
pendencies of the MySQLTMand H2 databases from merlin core.

All developed code is available in the merlin 4.0 repository and can be accessed through
the link https://gitlab.bio.di.uminho.pt/merlin4/merlin-hibernate/tree/dev spereira.

Keywords: criteria API, hibernate, merlin, metabolic models reconstruction, ORM.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

This dissertation describes the Master’s work developed in the context of the Masters in
Bioinformatics held at the Informatics Department and at the Department of Biological
Engineering, University of Minho.

1.1 context and motivation

Systems biology is an interdisciplinary biology-based field of study that focuses on complex
interactions within biological systems. It consists in a series of protocols used to do research,
containing theory and analytical or computational modeling to test specific hypotheses
about a biological system (1).

Systems biology have been applied in different fields such as biological engineering and
even medicine. For instance, Evandro and coworkers propose the usage of systems biology
to better understand complex cardiovascular diseases (2).

So, it is understood that systems biology has been an area of considerable interest in the
last years, proving to be one of the most important tools for health professionals, supported
by discoveries and advances, especially in the biomedical field, and bioinformatics is able
to provide the computational tools necessary for major discoveries, as example, to allow
the reconstruction of Genome-Scale Metabolic (GSM) models (3).

GSM models are stoichiometric models of cellular metabolism, intended to incorporate
the representation of all metabolic transformations present in an organism. These models
predict, in silico, the phenotype of microorganisms in different genetic and environmental
conditions. These predictions can be used for various metabolic engineering applications,
since they allow to focus in vivo experiments on methodologies that will, in theory, present
better results, reducing the high costs on time and money spent in laboratorial experiments.
(4)(5).

The reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic models requires structured knowledge
retrieved from biochemical, genetic and genomic fields, containing detailed information
about a specific organism. This knowledge forms a basis for the formulation of genomic-
scale genotype-phenotype relationships (6).
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Given the relevance of these models, computational tools, such as The Metabolic Model
Reconstruction Tool Using Genome-Scale Information (merlin) (7), with the ability to predict in
silico the organism’s phenotypical behavior, have emerged.

merlin is an open-source JavaTMtool that, by providing a variety of tools, allows to recon-
struct GSM models for all organisms with a sequenced genome (8). However, it presents
limitations at the database architecture and management levels, for instance, this tool is
not able to use different database engines (e.g. Posgree or SQLite) other than the ones
integrated in the framework. Besides that, merlin does not have a query manager for its in-
teraction with the database. Instead, merlin’s interaction with database layer is done using
prepared statements with structured query language queries embedded directly into the
source code (hard-coded).

Improving the structure and management of merlin’s database requires implementing
an object-relational mapping framework, such as Hibernate (9).

Hibernate is a JavaTMobject-relational mapping framework, that facilitates the storage
and retrieval of JavaTMobjects. It allows to represent the database as objects and then use
these objects without using structured query language. Hibernate uses JavaTMdatabase
connectivity Application Programming Interface (API) internally to interact with the database.
Also, this framework can be configured to connect to any type of relational database and
to achieve it, JavaTMdatabase connectivity drivers can be used. Then, different database
engines can be used.

The implementation of database access object interfaces, creating software model objects
that are independent from its database structure, will allow to overcome merlin’s limi-
tations. These interfaces will use the Hibernate framework to manage database queries.
Thus, hard-coded structured query language queries are not required.

Therefore, through all this methodology it is intended to remove the management of
dependencies related with databases from the merlin’s core and be used as a novel plug-in
for different merlin’s storage solutions.

1.2 main aims/objectives

Given the context specified above, the main target of this thesis is the implementation of
the object-relational mapping tool Hibernate in merlin’s framework as a novel plug-in for
different storage engines. This will allow reaching another goal, which is to remove the
management of MySqlTMand H2 databases dependencies from the merlin’s main code.

In detail, it is intended to address the following scientific/technological objectives:

• Review and study the relevant literature;

• Create a novel plug-in that integrates the data access objects for the currently sup-
ported database available in merlin;
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• Implement Hibernate services that use the previously created data access objects;

• Enable the novel plug-in to use different storage engines, like MySQLTM, MariaDB,
Oracle, H2, PostgreSQL.
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1.3 document organization

The document is organized as follows:

• Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter presents a brief contextualization of the theme and objectives of this
dissertation.

• Chapter 2: State of the art

In this chapter a bibliographic review is made on the following topics:

- Systems biology and bioinformatics approach

- Genome-scale metabolic models reconstruction

- merlin

- Data persistence

- Data access object

- Prepared statements

- Object-relational mapping

- Object-relational mapping tool Hibernate

- Criteria API

- AIBench

• Chapter 3: Proposal solution

This chapter explains the initial analysis process performed to understand the whole
structure of the application and how it was developed, as well as a theoretical solution
that allows to achieve the main objective of this thesis.

• Chapter 4: Practical Approach

This chapter covers the practical process of the project, from the implementation pro-
cess to its integration.

Firstly, the resources required for this project development are addressed, following
the stages of the development process, in order of execution. Each stage of the devel-
opment process is described in detail, and when needed for better understanding, is
graphically exemplified.

In the end, the final application structure post-implementation is presented.
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• Chapter 5: Conclusion and future work

Summary of the entire project and final conclusions. Some considerations are also
made regarding possible future work.



2

S TAT E O F T H E A RT

2.1 systems biology and bioinformatics approach

Over the last decades, have been trying to understand the relationships in networks of bio-
logical processes. The study of the interactions between components of biological systems
and how these interactions give rise to the function and behavior of a system is a new
paradigm called Systems Biology (10).

The world of systems biology is quite complex. Biochemical interactions are complex
and all cells have thousands of interactions, as result of evolution, which through random
mutations, selects organisms that survive (11).

According to Kitano and coworkers, it is of the utmost importance to understand the
structure and cellular dynamics of the organism, as well as its function. Thus, it is possible
to understand biology at the system level (12).

Despite all the advances, due to the intrinsic complexity of biological systems, intuition
about their behavior is not enough. Thus, experimental and computational approaches are
expected to solve this problem, as these technological advances provide detailed informa-
tion on networks of biological interactions (13)(11).

In a short time, computer science has become fundamental for the studies of the biolog-
ical area, opening new frontiers for genomics and proteomics analyzes (3).

Systems biology can be defined as the study of the application of mathematical and
computational techniques for the generation and management of biological information (3).
This can be divided into two distinct areas: the discovery of knowledge (data mining) and
simulation-based analysis. Whereas the first finds patterns in large amounts of experimen-
tal data, the second is based on simulation and allows to test hypotheses in silico, providing
predictions that will be tested in vitro (13).

Thus, in order to build and manipulate models, bioinformatics tools can be used. These
contribute to advances in drugs discovery, metabolic engineering and even in medicine,
since it lead a better understanding of the molecular mechanism of an organism (14)(15).

6
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Figure 1.: Biology, technology and computation cycle.

As can be seen from the figure 1, in order to solve the biological problems and explore
the huge amount of data, it is necessary to develop new technologies and computacional
tools.

Summing up, it can be concluded that the main goal of systems biology is to achieve
a deeper understanding of living organisms, and bioinformatic help to achieve this knowl-
edge, since it can provides computacional tools that allow to reconstruct GSM models,
simulating the systems network of biochemical reactions of an organism (3).

2.2 genome-scale metabolic models reconstruction

In the last decades, the reconstruction and application of GSM models has greatly influ-
enced the area of systems biology, since it allows to characterize and predict the behavior
of a microorganism under different environmental and genetic conditions (16)(4).

There are several approaches for reconstructing models, but whatever the approach used
for the GSM models reconstruction, it is necessary to know the compounds that works as
substrates and products, the stoichiometry, reversibility status and also cellular location, for
each of the reactions that belong to the network (17).

Based on a combination of biochemical information and the genomic sequence, this
reconstruction provides a basis about which a computational analysis can be performed. It
attempts to collect all reactions relative to a target organism, through genome annotation
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and biochemical knowledge, in order to reconstruct a stoichiometric mathematical model
(18).

According to Dias and coworkers, it is possible to associate the organism’s genome with
its physiology. This is achieved through the identification of biochemical reactions and
molecular mechanisms that occur in the organism (4).

Moreover, according Rocha and coworkers, these models can also be used for robustness
analysis of a network, by measuring the change in the maximal flux of the objective function
when the optimal flux through any particular metabolic reaction is altered (19).

GSM models have been widely used in metabolic engineering studies in order to over-
come the knowledge limitations of the existing metabolic network and to identify new
metabolic reactions (16).

The GSM model’s reconstruction comprises some steps, listed below (20)(18)(21):

1. Genome annotation.

The genome annotation is of most importance as it represents the backbone of the
model. In this step, only genes involved in enzyme encoding and transport systems
are relevant, so, during the reconstruction, genes that perform such tasks are labeled
as metabolic genes.

To validate the assigned gene functions, Braunschweig Enzyme Database (BRENDA)
should be used. Then, through the use of tools like Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST) and Hidden Markov Models (HMMER), genomic functional annotation can be
obtained.

Thus, by performing sequence alignment, it may be possible to find homologous
genes from other organisms. Based on the similarity score between orthologous genes,
it may give an idea of the gene’s functionality.

2. Draft a network reconstruction/assembling metabolic network from genome-annotation
data and information available in the literature (usually from databases such as Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (22) and BioCyc (23)).

After performing the genome annotation and selecting the major metabolic genes, this
information will be used to assemble the reactions’ network. Others sub-steps like
Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) associations (connections between genes), stoichiometry
of the reactions (making sure that everything is chemically balanced), compartmental-
ization (identifying where the enzyme, and consequently the reaction it promotes, is
located within the organism) and manual curation are performed.
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3. Network refinement.

Due to errors that may still occur in the network, due for example to annotation
errors, it is imperative to correct these errors through manual network investigation.
It should be done using, for example, the biochemical literature, comparative genomic
approaches and transcriptomic data.

4. Network conversion into a mathematical/computational model, according to stoi-
chiometric coefficients.

After the GSM model is curated, is possible to convert the metabolic network into a
stoichiometric model. Then, the biomass formation equation is included as well as
other constraints, as example, the reversibility of the reactions.

5. Model’s evaluation and debugging, through experimentation.

The model must be experimentally validated and if the model is not in agreement with
the data obtained experimentally, it must be carefully reevaluated from the functional
annotation.

The main steps of GSM models reconstruction are outlined in figure 2.

Due to discrepancies between in silico simulations and wet experimental results, the
evaluation and validation can help to improve the accuracy of GSM models. In addition,
the last three steps must be repeated iteratively to obtain a higher quality GSM model (18).

Given that the ultimate goal of the reconstruction of a GSM model is to predict reliable
engineering targets, these predictions need to be validated in wet laboratory and usually
this whole process is comprised of three steps: genetic manipulation, strain cultivation and
phenotype measurement (18).

However, due to the large number of compounds involved in many different reactions
and pathways, the treatment of all data is not easily manually performed. Recently, GSM
models have become more complex, allowing to expand its applicability. Algorithms have
been developed and improved to analyze metabolic models and to calculate redistribution
of metabolic flux, according to genetic/environmental alterations (16).

Currently, several tools have been developed for reconstructing GSM models, such as
Pantograph (24), RAVEN Toolbox (5) and merlin (8). So, the most of the steps in the
reconstruction process can be automated with the use of this tools, making this procedure
fast to complete and improve, improving the viability of these prediction methods.
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Figure 2.: Genome-scale metabolic model’s reconstruction principals stages.

2.3 merlin

The merlin tool is an open-source, easy to use JavaTMapplication and in-house built in Uni-
versity of Minho. Compatible with Linux and Windows environments, it has an intuitive
interface, allowing anyone to perform models’ reconstruction for any organism with se-
quenced genome (8).

This tool accomplish the principal steps of reconstruction process (figure 3), including
the genome’s functional annotation. The reconstruction of the reactions’ portfolio can also
be achieved and tools to identify and annotate genes that encode transport protein can
provided by merlin (8).

Moreover, through the use of external tools (which create reports that can be loaded into
the merlin), merlin is able to perform the compartmentalization of the model, predicting
the organelles’ localization of the proteins encoded in the genome (8).
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Figure 3.: Main steps of reconstruction process, performed by merlin. Source: merlin (2018),
metabolic models reconstruction using genome-scale information, [online] Available at:
https://merlin-sysbio.org/index.php/Home [17-05-2019].

merlin also enables to share the computational models that represent biological pro-
cesses, since it provides the genomic data conversion to scheme metabolic models recon-
structions, exported in the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) (25) standard format
(26).

To communicate with web services, a few JavaTMlibraries, such as BioJava (27) and
UniProtJAPI (28) are used by merlin (8).

For the GSM models’ development, merlin gathers information from different databases
and then stores the collected information in an internal relational database (8).

Currently, H2 (29) and MySQLTM(30) are the two relational database engines supported
by merlin to persist data (31).

H2 is an open-source and native JavaTMdatabase. It can be used in to different ways: in
server mode or embedded in the application. This engine can also be configured to run as
an in memory/temporary database (the data will be maintained in the application memory
and will not be stored on a hard disk) (32).

MySQLTMis an open-source Structured Query Language (SQL) database management sys-
tem, which uses the SQL language. SQL is a standard language for relational database
management systems, allowing, through SQL statements, to execute tasks in the database
(33).

Since merlin is an object-oriented application that stores data in relational databases,
there is an incompatibility between a JavaTMapplication and a SQL database, as in an object-
oriented application objects are represented by classes, whereas in an SQL database, data
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are represented by a tuples and queries are performed to return data. To overcome the SQL
limitation and the conversion of stored data into merlin objects, it is essential to implement a
persistence layer, which abstracts all this complexity, simplifying the work of the developer.

2.4 data persistence

Data persistence can be described as the ability to store information in some place and be
able to retrieve that information when it is needed. There are two types of data persistence:
persistent (data that is stored, for example, on disk or cloud) and transient (data that exists
in Random-Access Memory (RAM)). Most information used by an application is transient, or
in other words, the data lifetime is equal to the process that instantiated it (34). Applica-
tions require persistent data, since information inputted by a user in a application must be
preserved, even when the machine is turned off (34).

The data persistence can be implemented in object-oriented applications in different
ways, such as (34):

• Through the persistent object class itself

In this case, is the persistent object class that defines the code for saving and loading objects
in a data storage, such as a database. This is an example of direct mapping, which requires
manual management of the data storage. However, this example presents some limitations,
since it requires a high coupling between the class and the persistence mechanism.

• Through a persistence layer

Other classes are responsible for the mapping of persistent objects - this is a case of indirect
mapping, in which for each class to be stored, a mapper is defined. The mapper is responsi-
ble for materialization (loading from database), dematerialization (saving in database) and
caching of objects.

Advantageously, the persistence layer provides a greater degree of maintainability, en-
capsulating functionalities and thus reducing coupling within the application, being the
most indicated way for data persistence (35).

As previously mentioned, there are several forms of persisting data, such as in databases.
Object-oriented databases (36)(37)(38) are most appropriate for the persistence of objects
manipulated by object-oriented applications, but due to some factors such as cost, it is
necessary to find alternatives to perform persistence.

Since the relational storage model offers performance advantages and help reduce data
redundancy, there is a tendency to store object-oriented application objects in relational
databases. However, the difference between these two paradigms must be taken into ac-
count, so compatibility is required (35).
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Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) is an approach that presents several strategies to reduce
the difference between the two paradigms, using abstraction, which allows that a class can
be mapped to a table in the relational database and attributes of the class to the table fields
(explained in more detail below) (35).

Current databases provide a structured representation of persistent data, managed by
the Database Management System (DBMS), which is responsible for sharing data between
multiple users and multiple applications (34).

Each time an object is created, the Object-Oriented Database Management System (OODBMS)
assigns an Object Unique Identifier (OID) to each object to be stored, which is used primarily
to establish relationships between persistent objects. Whenever an application references
an object via its OID, the OODBMS converts this OID into a virtual memory address, so
the object can be found quickly regardless of where it is stored (39). Since the OID is in-
dependent of the value/data of the object, the system will always access the correct object,
regardless of any changes that may be made to the object. Once assigned to an object, the
OID lasts the lifetime of the object (39).

In figure 4, the operation of data persistence can be seen. The relational database com-
municates with the object-oriented application, and vice versa, through an intermediary,
which is the persistence layer.

Figure 4.: Operation of data persistence.

2.5 data access object

A Data Access Object (DAO) is an abstract interface used to retrieve data from the database in
the form of model classes. It also provides an API able to handle with objects of structured
data from different data storages, as example, files, web repositories or databases (40). In
addition, since data exchange with the DBMS is centralized, DAOs give a single data access
point, resulting in an object-oriented design application (40).

The main advantage of a DAO is the possibility to remove the database connection and
management from the main code of applications with such design, since it abstracts and
encapsulates the mechanisms of any database access, even providing an easier database
migration between different storage engines (41).
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The DAO use is convenient if (42):

1. Persistent storage will be accessed more than once or in concurrent tasks;

2. It is necessary to separate the client data resource interface from the database;

3. It is necessary/wanted to adapt an access API from a specific data resource to a
generic client interface;

4. Different teams work in different parts of the application;

It can be inferred, therefore, that once the DAOs separates the requirements of a database
from the application, its implementation allows the application development, without database
limitations (43).

For instance, to create a simple DAO that handle with information stored in any storage
engine, it is required to create methods to interact with it. The read and the save method
are the most common examples of methods that interact with storage engines. However,
the application that uses such DAO just interacts with the methods, so any limitations in
the file structure/format are ignored.

Through the analysis of the figure 5, it is possible to perceive that, through DAOs, merlin
abstracts the interaction with the database.

Figure 5.: Diagram representing merlin’s abstraction of the data persistence layer, through a database
access object.

2.6 prepared statements

As mentioned before, through SQL, the program can execute several tasks, however, the
usage of SQL queries without parameterized commands leads to a security breach in the
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application, since it can be exploited by SQL injection which grants attackers the power to
access and modify/delete information, without authorization, from a database (44).

To avoid injection vulnerabilities, the most efficient way to query a database with SQL is
by adopting prepared statements with parameterized commands, where placeholders are
used to separate literal values from the SQL query itself. Also, prepared statements have a
static structure, preventing SQL injection attacks from changing their logical structure and
manipulating the structure of the pre-compiled query (45)(46). Thus, the developer defines
the query structure and using these placeholders is able to set the values to be passed to
the final query. Afterwards, the application attaches the submitted values to the SQL query
structure using a command interpreter. This procedure is named as database prepared
statements or parameterized queries (47).

Previously, to perform its operations, merlin’s APIs used prepared statements. Prepared
statements can be defined as objects with a precompiled SQL queries that could be per-
formed several times efficiently (48)(46)(47). Its execution comprises two stages: prepara-
tion and execution. Whereas in the first, the database server receive a statement template,
in the execution stage, the server checks the syntax and its internal resources are initialized
for use posteriorly. (49).

In JavaTM, when a prepared statement is created by the connection object, the prepared
statement is precompiled. This one is sent to the database to be executed and the result set
is sent back from the database (46).

However, prepared statements lacks some funcionalities, and so the application presents
some limitations, such as (50):

1. Possibility for bugs, due to the need to develop code to manage database connections;

2. Inability to use distinct database engines, being necessary specific knowledge about
the SQL syntax of each database engine;

3. Cache management taks up memory on the server. Since it occurs at database level,
its access performance reduces.

4. The result of SQL are strings, obligating to parsers’ development, to convert this type
of data into model objects.

In order to outgrow the above described limitations, Hibernate Java Persistence API
(JPA) queries can replace prepared statements.

2.7 object-relational mapping

An ORM abstracts the communication between two paradigms previously mentioned: object-
oriented databases and relational databases.
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The ORM can be defined as the method that enables to convert data between object
model and relational database, facilitating the work of the developer. (34).

According to Bauer and King, an ORM solution consists of four parts (34):

1. An API for performing basic operations, such as create, read, update and delete on
persisted data.

2. A language/API for detail queries referring to classes and their properties.

3. A resource for detail mapping metadata.

4. A technique for the ORM implementation, to interact with transactional objects to
perform ”dirty checking, lazy association fetching, and other optimization functions”.

The implementation of an ORM is complex but brings great benefits. With an ORM
framework the application interacts with the ORM APIs, the domain model classes and is
abstracted from the underlying SQL/Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). So, its usage allows
the manipulation of objects with data stored in a database, without the knowledge of the
existent relationships between data objects within the database and provides a conceptual
abstraction for mapping the application code to the underlying databases (51).

Other ORM advantage is that any data storage or storage APIs modification only occurs
at the ORM level. This is possible given that ORM encapsulates changes in the data storage
from the application itself (52). Besides that, an ORM implementation allows the application
to be cheaper and less vendor-specific. Also, there is an increase in performance and the
application becomes more able to handle changes to the underlying SQL schema (34).

Despite all this advantages, potential performance issues can be introduced, since devel-
opers may not be aware which part of source-code would result in a database access or if
this access is or not efficient (51). Also, another disadvantage is that ORM frameworks are
not lightweight tools.

Since JavaTM
5, JavaTMhas included a standard JPA that supports ORM (51). The JPA is

developed to map Java data objects to database objects. This requires extensive support for
new features in JavaTMlanguages, such as annotations and generics.

JPA is a standard Java API for persistence using a concept of ORM (53). It was introduced
to replace Entity Beans, which have been discontinued, and to simplify the development
of Java Platform Enterprise Edition (JEE) and Java Platform Standard Edition (JSE) applications
that use data persistence. So, since with JPA the entities are Plain Old Java Objects (POJO),
nothing is required to make objects persistent, being just necessary to add annotations in
the classes that represent the entities of the system and begin to persist or query objects
(53).
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A very relevant advantage of JPA is that it allows the development of an application
with one or multiple databases integrated into the system, without any hard-coded queries
which are only compatible with DBMSs of certain vendors (53).

There are some others JPA advantages, such as (53):

• Standardization

JPA is one of the JEE standards, so any framework that complies with this standard
follows the same architecture and provides the same API access, ensuring that appli-
cations developed using JPA require minor changes to be upgraded.

• Support for container-level features

Unlike the limitations of other simpler frameworks, JPA features includes the support
of big data sets, transactions, concurrency and other container level transactions are
very important to enterprise applications.

• Easy to use, easy to integrate

With the JPA framework, creating entities is so easy as creating JavaTMclasses with-
out any restrictions, using only annotations from javax.persistence.Entity. The JPA’s
framework and interfaces are also simple, without many special rules and patterns of
software development.

• Great capabilities of query

JPA has a unique JavaTMpersistence query language, which can support large-scale
updates and has SQL functions, such as Join, Group By and Having. In addition, it can
also support a subquery.

• Advanced features of object-oriented support

JPA supports object-oriented features such as inheritance across classes, allowing to
maximize the use of object-oriented model of enterprise applications design.

Currently, there are some ORM frameworks available for JavaTMenvironments, for in-
stance, MyBatis (54) and Hibernate (55).

2.8 object-relational mapping tool hibernate

Over time, developers have been reducing the efforts and time spent on joining an object-
oriented application to a relational database.

Hibernate, created by Gavin King in 2001, has emerged to solve this issue by introducing
an ORM approach (34)(56).
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This framework is an JavaTMopen-source ORM solution, created with the purpose of
simplifying developer’s work, converting JavaTMclasses to database tables and JavaTMdata
types to SQL data types. Furthermore, it maps the fields/properties of domain classes to
the database schema using either eXtensible Markup Language (XML) or annotations (57).

In short, Hibernate can be configured with a set of pre-finished configuration files,
classes and interfaces that allow the creation of DAO layers. These layers are capable
of abstracting functionalities of the database, making them available for computational
JavaTMapplications.

The Hibernate operation mode and mapping techniques can be seen in the figure 6.

Figure 6.: Hibernate operation mode.

To map relational database objects, Hibernate adopts the JPA specification, responsible
for standardizing the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) programming model and it requires three li-
braries that follow this specification: Hibernate Core, Hibernate Annotations and Hibernate
EntityManager (58).

The Hibernate Core library contains an API and metadata in XML files to define the
persistence layer. It has Hibernate Query Language (HQL) as its own database query language
with proper interfaces for database management (58).

The Hibernate Annotations is a way to map the POJO objects of JavaTMinto database tables,
using special tags of JavaDoc type. The main advantage of this library is the reduction of
lines of code required to carry out this mapping process (58).

The Hibernate EntityManager allows to access the database. It can be used to create
and/or remove instances of entities through the primary key and allows to query over all
entities (59).
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Due to its features, Hibernate can overcome the limitations presented by SQL pre-
pared statements. Also, can implement new functionalities for object-oriented applications
(60)(61).

2.8.1 Hibernate’s new features

With the release of Hibernate 5, several new features are available in order to facilitate
common development tasks. Some of the most important are:

• Transparent relational persistence for JavaTM

Unlike the prepared statements, where the developer has to write code to map database
tables tuples to application objects, Hibernate maps Java classes to database tables and
uses XML files to reduce the code requirements (61).

• Query language support

Through Criteria API, Hibernate provides a query language adjustable to any type of
database storage, such as MySQLTM(62), Microsoft SQL Server (63), PostgreSQL (64)
and Oracle (65). In addition, it can support native SQL statements (61).

• Fetches management and performance improvement

Hibernate provides a query interface, that fetches the database query results in dis-
tinct batches and uses Hibernate’s ScrollableResults implementation, allowing a faster
visualization to the user, once data is paginated. Besides that, Hibernates cache is set
to the application workspace, in order to increase fetches’ performance (61).

In addition to these features, Hibernate also provides further ways of handling data
and relational database management systems. JPA Criteria API, is one of the Hibernate’s
components, that allows the development of a criteria query object, enabling to apply filter
rules and logical conditions (described in more detail below) (66).

2.8.2 Hibernate’s advantages

Several benefits come with Hibernate’s implementation, such as (56)(53):

• Productivity

According to Christian Bauer and Gavin King (34), ”the result, Hibernate, is a prac-
tical solution, emphasizing developer productivity and technical leadership”, once
Hibernate provides data query and retrieval facilities, significantly reduces code de-
velopment time. Unlike with SQL and JDBC, where the developer needs to spend
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time with manual data handling, with Hibernate, the developer does not need to
worry about creating, manipulating and changing tables present in the database, since
this tool helps in this mapping and thus saves more time and work in developing the
project (67)(55).

• Maintenance

The system becomes more maintainable, given that with less code is easier to refactor.
Thus, to facilitating understanding, fewer lines of code make the system easier to
change.

• Performance

Hibernate implements various techniques that allow to improve the performance of
the specific persistence of a DBMS.

• Vendor independence

Since the tool supports a number of different databases, this confers a certain level of
portability on the application (vendor independence) (34).

2.8.3 Hibernate’s architecture

Hibernate’s architecture includes several interfaces required for database management that
are distributed as follows (34)(56):

• Session, Transaction and Query interfaces are called by the application to perform the
execute create, read, update and delete operations in the database;

• Configuration interface is used to configure Hibernate to define the database connec-
tion;

• Interceptor, Lifecycle, and Validatable callback interfaces are used to perform the verifi-
cation and reaction events within the database management inside Hibernate frame-
work;

• UserType, CompositeUserType and IdentifierGenerator are interfaces that allow extension
of Hibernate’s powerful mapping functionality.

In figure 7 it can be seen in general the architecture of Hibernate. In yellow and blue it
can be seen the main interfaces of Hibernate.
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Figure 7.: Hibernate architecture. Source: HowToDoInjava (2016), Hibernate Architecture, [online]
Available at: https://howtodoinjava.com/hibernate-tutorials/ [20-06-2019].

The interfaces described above are used in the business and persistence layers of the
application. Through the analysis of the figure 8, it can be seen how these layers are
structured, where the persistence layer is the only layer directly connected with the database
in a layered architecture.

Hibernate framework resorts to some Java APIs, for instance, JDBC, Java Transaction API
and Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI). Whereas JDBC allows almost any database
with a JDBC driver to be supported by Hibernate, JNDI and Java Transaction API (JTA) allow
Hibernate to be integrated with JEE application servers (34).
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Figure 8.: Layered architecture.

2.9 criteria api

The Criteria API is based on the abstract schema of persistent entities, their relationships
and embedded objects (68).

To retrieve or define the data in the database using entity objects, criteria query objects
are required. To build these dynamically, JPA Criteria API can be applied (69)(57).

Data fetching is simplified using Criteria API, differently from HQL and native SQL
query languages that require a specific syntax. This API uses only objects to persist, extract
and modify database entities (70). This feature confers advantages, since data manipulation
does not require any hard-coded SQL statements and its programmatic behavior offers
compile-time syntax checking, thus allowing to detect errors earlier (69).

The Criteria API includes the Query By Example (QBE) functionality, through which an
object can provide the properties able to be modified, rather than having to define the
components of a query step-by-step. In addition, it also includes projection and aggregation
methods (70).

Criteria queries are a secure way of expressing a query, since interfaces and classes are
used as representation of various structural parts of the query. These are basically an object
graph, where each part represents an increase of a smaller part of the query. To execute a
query, the first step is to create this graph. The CriteriaBuilder interface is a factory of objects
that represent all the individual parts of the criteria (71). Then, it is expected to obtain the
CriteriaQuery, through the createQuery() method, that requires an input type that can be an
entity, an integer, a boolean or any other object (71).
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Several database operations can be processed using the CriteriaQuery() where one or
multiple entities attributes can be passed as inputs.

It can be inferred that the Criteria API contains features that make it easier to construct
queries in Hibernate. Unlike HQL, which is harder to learn, the Criteria API is simpler and
cleaner.

2.10 aibench

Due to the fast development of several specialized applications with advanced features in
the biomedical field, it became necessary to develop sophisticated user interfaces, since ac-
cording to Glez-Penã et al., the existing frameworks do not provide support to dynamic
graphical user interface, customization of default behaviour and application aspect, design
of a clear application workflow, automatic script construction for supporting workflow re-
peatability, update service for automatically deploying software upgrades and automatic
generation of technical documentation (72). Thus, the open-source Java desktop applica-
tion framework Artificial Intelligent workBench (AIBench) emerged. This application aims
to improve the quality and productivity in the development of applications directed to
biomedical field and clinical research.

In order to allow a fast development of the application, three concepts are present in all
AIBench applications: operations, datatypes and views (72).

The application layer is at the top of the architecture and include the application specific
code, that is, the operations, the data-types and the views, allowing it to be reusable in more
than one final application, by reusing libraries from past projects or third-party software
(72).
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P R O P O S A L S O L U T I O N

”Nothing is impossible in computing, absolutely anything is possible.
It is necessary to have the knowledge, time, patience to research, investigate, persevere and motivate

to progress and reach our goals.”
Giovanni Pugliese

All paths and resources that make it possible, should be studied to achieve a goal.
An analysis to the data and business layers is an essential first step, to understand how

it was developed and organized. This analysis allows choosing the paths to be followed
and the resources to be used.

As mentioned before, the main goal of this thesis was to implement an ORM in merlin’s
framework, to remove the dependencies of MySQLTMand H2 databases from merlin’s core.
Hence, all tools and resources presented in previous chapters, will be used to facilitate this
process.

Thus, for this thesis, after the referred initial analysis, it was proposed to implement
Hibernate in the merlin framework, according to the intended purpose.

To make this implementation possible, an analysis and study of all existing code and
database model was made. A summary of this study is presented below.

3.1 merlin architecture : pre-implementation

3.1.1 Application Workspace Structure

The previous analysis, allowed determining that the software was divided into different
projects. Each project had its own dependencies, as shown in figure 9.

The ”core” project, has a misleading name as it is the main project, which depends on
the ”biomass”, ”gpr” and ”triage” projects. However, these also have their dependencies,
and so on, so the ”core” project becomes the project that depends on all other existing
projects.

24
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The ”utilities” project is the project that does not depend on any other project and it can
be considered an auxiliary project.

This architecture was changed during the development of the general project and will
be shown later.

Figure 9.: Previous project architecture.

3.1.2 Data and Business Layers Code

The code referring to the data and business layers was coupled and organized in different
classes, corresponding to different database APIs, which include business and database
access logic. SQL queries were spread all through the code, embedded in JDBC statement
objects.

3.1.3 Database APIs

The different database APIs were present under the ”database-connector” project and were
organized as follows:

• The ”ProjectAPI”, containing all the queries and business logic related with a merlin
project. This API contained all methods that could be related to more than one API.
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• The ”ModelAPI”, that includes all the queries and business logic related to the models.
This API managed 52 database tables, incluing:

– ”model compound”, which contains the compounds name, International Chemical
Identifier (Inchi Key), formula, molecular weight, charge, Simplified Molecular Input
Line Entry System (SMILES)

– ”model enzyme” containing information concerning to enzymes, as Enzyme Com-
mission (EC) number, source, GPR status and optimum Potential of Hydrogen (Ph)
(the Ph value where the enzyme is most active.

– ”model gene”, where it can be found all the information regarding the gene
in study, as name, locus tag, transcription direction, origin and the sequence
identifier (ID) of the protein that it encodes.

– ”model compartment”, referents to the model location;

– ”model gene has compartment” that links the two previous tables, providing the
primary location and score.

– ”model pathway”, where are all KEGG pathways, and that relates to the ”model enzyme”
table through the ”model pathway has enzyme” table;

– ”model protein”, where the protein name, class and molecular weight are.

– ”model reaction”, containing all the reaction information, as name, equation,
reversibility, lower bound, upper bound and source.

• The ”HomologyAPI”, that includes all the queries and business logic for the operations
needed to create and edit enzymes annotation.

”HomologyAPI” contained SQL queries allow us to identify genes homologous to the
gene under study. It is possible to find homologous proteins sequences through Blast,
according to e-value, and then, assuming these proteins have similar functions, as-
signing a function. It is also possible through Interpro, collect the functional analysis
of proteins, classifying them into families and predicting its domains.

This API managed 30 merlin database tables, including:

– ”enzymes annotation ecnumber”, which contains all ecnumber;

– ”enzymes annotation fastasequence” containing FASTA sequences;

– ”enzymes annotation genehomology” containing locus tag, protein ID, gene name
and The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) EC number;

– ”enzymes annotation homologues”, which contains genes locus tag, all the pro-
teins they encode and calculated molecular weight, in order to determine stoi-
chiometry in chemical reactions catalyzed by these protein.
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– ”enzymes annotation genehomology has homologues” links the two previous
tables, giving us homologous proteins and their e-value values.

– ”enzymes annotation organism”, containing information concerning to the or-
ganism, its taxonomy and taxonomic rank.

• The ”CompartmentsAPI”, that includes all the queries related with compartments’ an-
notation.

”CompartmentsAPI” managed the compartmentalization related tables. Through this
API it was possible to retrieve/insert/update/delete information concerning cellular
location relative to a target organism and reactions that occur in a given compartment.
It was responsible for three tables:

– the ”compartments annotation compartments”, which includes a list of all pos-
sible compartments and their abbreviations;

– ”compartments annotation psort reports”, which includes the gene tag locus;

– ”compartments annotation psort reports” that links the two previous tables.

These database APIs receive arguments and a statement object. This statement object is
created from the connection with the database, executing a database query, which could
either result in database changes, or returned requested information.

As stated before, the different database APIs were created under the database-connector
project, that contained all the interactions with merlin’s internal database.

3.2 data and business layers implementation proposal

It was necessary to reformulate virtually the data and business layers code to reach the
main objective of this thesis.

After the previous study, it was decided to restructure merlin’s architecture. A new
architecture was designed, in which all the layers are now independent, as shown in image
24, and in more detail, with all the new packages included, in figure 25. The difference
between the previous architecture and the improved architecture is explained in the next
chapter.

This new architecture involves using interfaces, creating an abstraction layer between
the various application layers (Graphical User Interface (GUI), business logic layer and data
layer).

Thus, the proposed architecture aimed at making the data layer more generic and adapt-
able to various types of databases. Similarly, by making the business logic layer indepen-
dent, the database can be changed without having implications in the data layer.
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These new implementations allowed to remove existing dependencies between the ap-
plication and the database.

In addition to these implementations, to allow compatibility with the Hibernate imple-
mentation, there was a need to change the initial merlin internal database schema. Other
changes, which will be described in the next chapter, have also been designed to improve
database performance.

Notice that there is no single solution to design the architecture of an application. Hence,
any attempt is a learning opportunity. This implementation was one solution in several
options.

The entire reformulation process is detailed in the next chapter.
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P R A C T I C A L A P P R O A C H

In this chapter the entire implementation process is described and graphically presented.
Due to the complexity of the overall project, only a part will be presented. Thus, the en-

tire implementation will be demonstrated using as example the ”gene” table of the database.
This table contains all the information regarding the genes present in the merlin database.
The process that will be exemplified for this table was the same for the other 90 tables in
the database, however, with the exception of generic methods, the only difference is that
each table has its own specific methods implemented.

As it has been mentioned throughout this dissertation, the main objective of this project
is to remove the dependencies of the MySQLTMand H2 databases from merlin’s core. For
this, the data layer and the business logic layer were restructured (both were previously in
a single layer), making them now independent of each other.

The main phases of this implementation are presented next.

4.1 chosen tools

This thesis practical approach was implemented using only open-source tools.
The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used was Eclipse, version Oxygen.2 Re-

lease (4.7.2). This tool offers several plug-ins that add several functionalities, easing the
development of the code.

This work was developed using Hibernate version 5.2.15 and MySQLTMJDBC driver
version 5.1.34.

Hibernate Tools were used to help in the initial project setup, facilitating project genera-
tion.

Unit tests were implemented using JUnit version 4.12.

29
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4.2 implementation

4.2.1 Database cloning to local environment

The first step of this practical work was the cloning of the production database to the
local development environment, to facilitate the connection and not change data in the
production database during the tests.

MySQL Community ServerTMversion 5.7.19 was installed locally as database server and
MySQL WorkBenchTMversion 6.3.9 was installed to interact with the database.

Then in the MySQL WorkBenchTM, a connection to the local MySQL ServerTMwas cre-
ated. All necessary SQL instructions were exported through MySQL WorkBenchTMto have
a copy of the production database in local environment.

4.2.2 Eclipse Project Initial Setup

The new project architecture was intended to not be highly coupled. With this propose, a
Maven project was created, as Maven allows separating the application in several projects
having their own life cycle. Nevertheless, a project can become very complex, so this com-
plexity is hierarchized in sub-directories.

For this thesis, within the existing merlin Eclipse workspace (10), a new Maven project
called ”merlin-hibernate” (figure 11) was created for new merlin module.

Figure 10.: merlin’s Maven projects.
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To create the ”merlin-hibernate” Maven project, where all the code was developed, it
was necessary to install ”Hibernate Tools” on Eclipse. These tools facilitates the project
generation, preparing the development environment with all the tools needed for project
development, such as JUnit for testing.

Figure 11.: merlin Maven project module ”merlin-hibernate”.

This project contains a pom.xml configuration file, which is a XML based document were
all project properties are described, as the version and dependencies. So, the dependency
of Hibernate was referenced here.

It also has a src folder, containing all the source-code of the project. The src folder
typically contains a main folder, where all the source-code of the project is, and a test folder,
where the unit tests code are.

Finally, this project has the bin folder, where Maven stores the auxiliary files for the
project build.

The project connection to the database was made via ”Database Development”, an graph-
ical interface for database administration available in Eclipse (figure 12).
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Figure 12.: Database connection setup: Open database development perspective.

In ”Database Development”, a new connection to the database was created (figure 13).
The type of the database was set to MySQLTM(figure 14), and then the JDBC connector
configured.

Figure 13.: Database connection setup: New database connection.

All the Java ARchive (JAR) were added and the connection details, as ”host”, ”port num-
ber” and ”user name” were fulfilled.
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Figure 14.: Database connection setup: Database connection profile selection.

Once the connection was tested, the database structure could be seen in ”Data Source
Explorer”.

4.2.3 Java Entities Generation

A new Maven project, named ”merlin-hibernate” was created in the previous step. The
Hibernate group Id and artifact Id were now added to the archetype parameters.

In the pom.xml file of this created project, the dependencies of Hibernate and the JDBC
driver for MySQLTMhave been declared.

Then, another perspective was open to configure Hibernate and generate configuration
file, using ”Hibernate Tools”.

In the configuration window, the previously created project was selected. A Hibernate
configuration file, named ”hibernate.cfg.xml” was created in the src/main/java folder of the
project.

Next, the ”Hibernate Code Generation Configurations” option were used to read the
database structure and generate the entities classes. Thereby, through reverse engineering
an ”hibernate.reveng.xml” was created. The schema to be included (all existing tables in
the database were included) was specified in this reverse engineering file. Finally, the 141

entities classes, presented in appendices A, B and C, were generated.
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The ”gene” table and the corresponding generated java class are depicted in figure 15.
Each column of the database is represented as a private property of the class.

Figure 15.: Gene table mapped to Java class.

4.2.4 Database access layer implementation

It was necessary to create DAOs classes to access the database. A package, named ”dao”
was created under the ”merlin-hibernate” project. This package encompassed all the DAOs,
interfaces and services.

Initially, a generic interface was created, containing common methods to all other DAOs,
such as insert() and update() methods.

This class contains one property of type SessionFactory and another private property of
type Class (figure 16).

The Class type property is used as the database entity which the implemented DAO is
managing, that represents the database table where the DAO will access. For example, the
”modelGene” DAO has in the Class property, the ModelGene entity class.

Regarding the SessionFactory property, it is created by a Configuration object, matching Hi-
bernate configuration information. It then uses this information to generate an appropriate
SessionFactory instance.

There is usually only one instance of one SessionFactory per main application thread.
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Figure 16.: Generic DAO properties.

Using SessionFactory is possible to fetch the current session and through it create a criteria
builder enabeling the usage of criteria API.

Thus, with these properties mentioned above, it was possible to create generic database
access methods that could be transversal to all DAOs.

Then, the generic DAO object was implemented using the generic interface, which con-
tains the standard methods of database interactions (select/save/update/delete database
entities) using the session object.

During the integration of Hibernate framework, 91 DAO were implemented with their
interfaces repectivley. The specific methods created in each DAO were created following the
existing SQL queries in the APIs. Each DAO corresponds to a database table, so all methods
to interact with a given database table are exclusively in their corresponding DAO.

All the methods were implemented using the JPA Criteria API, which integrates with Hi-
bernate framework, to abstract the type of database, that is, making all the code developed
adaptable to any type of database.

In figure 17 it can be seen how, through SQL queries, the access to database were previ-
ously made. This is a proper syntax of MySQLTMdatabases, so for another type of database,
such as H2, the syntax of the query can be different.

Also, in this case, the queries are not dynamic and the developer needs to create them
dynamically to support filters. In this query a request is made to the ”gene” table of the
database, to obtain the ID of the gene whose sequence ID is inserted as a filter.

Figure 17.: Example of previous implemented SQL Query.

On the other hand, a query to access to the database using only the Criteria API is
shown in figure 18. This query has exactly the same purpose as the previous SQL query.
However, all filters are now added to a dictionary (in this case just a filter). Then, the entire
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”ModelGene” properties are returned, that is, the entire table row fields, whose sequence
ID is indicated by the findByAttributes() method. Finally, if the previous result is different
from null or empty (thus indicating that there was matches), only the gene ID is returned.

Figure 18.: Example of a current Criteria query.

The findByAttributes() method that finds the results by attributes can be seen more specif-
ically in figure 19.

This method is transversal to all DAOs and is found in generic DAO. First, through the
SessionFactory, the CurrentSession was fetched to get a CriteriaBuilder. It allows constructing
criteria queries, compound selections, predicates, expressions and orderings.

The createQuery() method was executed, specifying the class, to create the query. This
method returns a CriteriaQuery capable of selecting, grouping and sorting query informa-
tion.

Then, the table of interest was selected and predicates added to a list, allowing the query
to be dynamic depending on the parameters that were passed.

The CriteriaBuilder method and() constructs a logical expression by joining all predicates
with the logical connector and. Then, this filter list is set in CriteriaQuery. Finally, the result
list is returned and only contains results that match all filters.

As this is an attribute search method, equality search was defined. Thus, the dictionary
key corresponds to the field to filter and the value to its value to filter.

Lastly, it executes the query and returns the results.
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Figure 19.: Search by attributes method.

4.2.5 Business logic layer implementation

All the APIs were reimplemented in services, that access to the database using the imple-
mented DAOs, keeping all the business logic previously implemented.

For this purpose, a new package under the ”merlin-hibernate” project was created and
named ”services”. This package included an ”implementation” and ”interfaces” subpack-
ages (figure 20).

Figure 20.: Services package structure.

In ”interfaces” subpackage, a service was created for each type of DAO, in a total of 19

interfaces. This means that, for example, all services referring to ”annotation” tables will
be in the ”IAnnotationService”.

In the ”implementation” subpackage all the services are created, implementing an inter-
face. In these services implementation all the business logic existing in the APIs was imple-
mented, replacing the database access by the respective DAO and corresponding method.
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Figure 21.: ModelGene service getEcNumbers() implementation.

For example, figure 21 shows a simple example in terms of the logic of a service imple-
mentation. It can be seen that this service uses the DAO ”modelgeneDAO” (in blue) to
fetch all locus tag and EC number from the database. Then it aggregates the result by locus
tag and return it.

So, whenever a request is made, these services will be in charge of processing the data
and, through the DAOs, access the database, and return the expected data to the applica-
tion.

It is in these services that all the business logic is made, making it not dispersed by the
application. Thus, any change in business logic is made only in this subpackage.

4.2.6 Business logic layer integration

After the services implementation, it was necessary to integrate them. Thus, the database
access API classes were migrated to the ”merlin-services” project, and all the logic involved
was replaced by the services.

In other words, the ”merlin-services” project bridges between previously created ser-
vices and GUI calls. The way services are called in ”merlin-services” project is shown in
figure 22.

Once the APIs were replaced by the services, it was necessary to perform a major refactor
of all the projects dependent on APIs, to use the created services, becoming dependent on
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Figure 22.: Example of services integration.

the ”merlin-services” projects. The refactoring alone was such an endeavor that it was out
of the scope of this project, being implemented by a task force.

4.3 merlin architecture : pos-implementation

The changes mentioned above, it was possible to obtain an application with a new architec-
ture, structured by layers, that allows to remove the previously existing coupling between
database, business logic and graphical interface layers.

The comparison of the previous merlin database connection architecture with the imple-
mented database connection architecture is shown in figures 23 and 24.

Figure 23.: Previous merlin database connection architecture.

As shown in figure 23, the business layer (API) interacts directly with the database. These
interactions are performed through SQL queries. It can also be seen that the application
core, services, and GUI are all in the same layer, which can cause several issues as the
components are coupled and one change implies changes across all components.
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Figure 24.: Improved merlin database connection architecture.

On the other hand, in figure 24 all layers are separated. The interaction with the database
is performed by the DAOs layer. At a higher level it has the services layer, where all the
business logic is implemented. This layer is now separated from the core and GUI. This
layers separation brings great advantages that will be approached later.

4.3.1 Application Workspace Architecture

The new project workspace architecture is shown in figure 25. Almost all the projects
were renamed and new projects were created, as can be seen by comparing with previous
architecture shown in figure 9.

The code related to the GUI is available in the ”aibench” project, whereas, all processes
necessary to GUI communicate with services are provided in the ”processes” project.

All the logic relative to sequence alignments is in ”alignments” project.
All application business logic is in the ”services” project, while external services are in

the ”bioapis” project. The ”utilities” project contains utilities required by the application
and does not have any dependencies.

The project ”hibernate” contains all the code required for the connection between the
services and the database layers.

The ”core” project contains the containers, datatypes, interfaces and utilities.
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External containers are in the ”biocomponents” project, which has only external depen-
dencies.

All projects on which the application is not directly dependent have been separated
and are identified as plug-ins, such as ”gpr”, ”interpro”, ”biomass” and ”compartments”
projects.

Figure 25.: Improved project architecture.

The comparison of the previous and the new architecture, shows that all the GUI logic
was in the ”core” project, which was at the top level of the architecture. Whereas now the
GUI logic has been separated from the ”core” project, and is now in the ”aibench” project.
”aibench” is currently the top level project of the entire project architecture, while the ”core”
project is now at the lowest level.

These changes allowed to organize the software architecture in layers, resulting in better
code organization, allowing teamwork to be made easier.
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4.3.2 APIs

As mentioned before, when the services integration, the APIs were replaced by the services
present in the ”merlin-services” project.

All business logic previously present in the APIs has been migrated to this project, with
no changes in the application business logic, only in the way it is organized and how the
information is returned by the database.

These services do not use the SQL queries previously presented in APIs, but use DAOs
created using the Criteria API. Therefore, the code is now more organized and more easily
reusable as services use these DAOs, which have dynamic parameters.

Thus, in order to replace the SQL queries present in ”CompartmentsAPI”, 3 DAOs were
created and about 40 database access methods were developed. These methods include
operations such as:

• insert compartments if missing;

• update compartments and abbreviations;

• retrieve all locus tags of a given gene;

• retrieve all enzymatic reactions that occur in a given compartment;

• delete reactions;

• get the number of reactants in a given compartment;

• get all the compartments;

• get compartment data for a given name;

• calculate total number of compartments;

• retrieve all information from compartment table;

• get reaction IDs and EC numbers;

• get reactions by source;

• check the existence of biochemical reactions;

• check the existence of transporters reactions;

• remove all reactions assigned to the model;

• remove biochemical reactions assigned to the model;
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To replace the SQL queries present in ”HomologyAPI”, 23 DAOs were created and about
260 database access methods were developed. These methods include operations such as:

• retrieve homology availabilities for gene key;

• retrieve InterPro availability for gene key;

• get homology results for gene key;

• retrieve homologies taxonomy for gene key;

• retrieve InterPro results for key;

• retrieve loaded InterPro annotations with a given status;

• load InterPro location features;

• delete a set of genes from homology searches;

• retrieve genes available in homology database table;

• calculate total number of genes;

• count number of homologues genes;

• get taxonomy data;

• get locus tag and UniProt EC number

• delete the configurations of a specific database table

• retrieve the maximum taxonomic rank for an organism;

• get all gene information;

• get blast information;

• get enzymes by reaction;

• get enzymes by given reaction and pathway;

• get protein ID and EC number for a given gene ID;

• get protein ID and EC number for a given reaction.

To replace the SQL queries present in ”ModelAPI”, 44 DAOs were created and about
550 database access methods were developed. These methods include operations such as:

• retrieve all gene name aliases;
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• retrieve all EC numbers associated to each gene locus tag.

• retrieve all products;

• retrieve all products aliases;

• retrieve all pathways and the enzymes associated to each pathway;

• load enzyme information;

• retrieve the compartments database identifiers;

• determine if compartment information for gene is loaded;

• retrieve reaction containers associated to reactions;

• return existing compartments;

• retrieve the compartments allocation for a given enzyme;

• update EC number status;

• get locus tag orthologs from database;

• run gene-protein reactions assignment;

• get information for e-biomass;

• add the biomass pathway to model;

• remove the selected reaction;

• get active reactions;

• get proteins data;

• get reactions data;

• get pathways;

• get compounds that participate in reactions;

• get compounds reversibility;

• calculate which metabolites have both properties (product and reactant);

• count distinct KEGG reactions;

• count distinct reactions in model inserted by homology;
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To replace the SQL queries present in ”ProjectAPI”, about 140 database access methods
were developed in the previous created DAOs, as this API contained all methods that could
be related to more than one API. These methods include operations such as:

• check if is the transported search performed;

• check if are the transporters loaded;

• check if transporters are integrated in internal database;

• get the name of a reaction for a given ID;

• get compounds that participate in reactions;

• gets compounds with biological roles;

• get pathway ID, code and name;

• count reactions by pathway ID;

• count compounds with a given name;

• get data of a given metabolite;

• get reactions related with a given metabolite;

• check if the the information already exists in the table;

• check if a reaction of a given name exists;

• check if any gene exists;

• count the number of genes that encode proteins;

• count the number of genes that encode enzymes and transporters;

• calculate number of proteins associated to genes;

• retrieve the expected value used during BLAST;

Once these APIs were replaced by the created services, they are no longer needed so
they have been deleted.
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4.3.3 Internal databases schema

Currenty, merlin internal database uses a different schema from the initial one. The schema
initially used by merlin can be viewed at https://gitlab.bio.di.uminho.pt/merlin-sysbio/merlin-
core/tree/master/utilities.

However, the previous relational model limited the implementation of new features.
Hence, throughout this thesis, the following changes were made to the database to improve
database performance, organization and understanding:

• All key indexing and entities relationships have been carefully analyzed and, when
necessary, corrected to ensure that they were correctly implemented.

• Changes were made to some queries to improve performance.

• All views have been removed, as tables containing the data have been optimized to
search them directly.

• ”chromossome” entity and all transporter-related entities were removed, since merlin
did not currently use these entities.

These changes translate to better database performance.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

5.1 conclusion

Throughout this thesis, the object-relational mapping tool Hibernate was implemented in
merlin’s framework. This practical application had as goal to solve the problems present in
the application at dependencies’ level, removing MySQLTMand H2 databases dependencies
from merlin’s core.

To make this implementation possible, it was necessary to create, in a first phase, database
access objects using the JPA Criteria API, making the query language adaptable to any type
of database. Finally, the application business logic have been reimplemented in services,
which use the created database access objects, making the database type abstract to the
application.

The mentioned improvements were successfully developed and integrated into merlin’s
framework.

These implementations contributed to the objective of making the application indepen-
dent from the database. Also, they provided a simple and easily accessible architecture,
making the application code easier to understand and to maintain.

The application has become scalable in terms of database, adaptable to any type, just
by changing the configuration of the connection to the database. Hibernate manages the
database connections and provides a caching mechanism, making the database access faster.

This implementation involved restructuring the architecture of the application, making
it truly modular. Hence, a change in one layer does not necessarily imply changes in all
other layers.

In addition, the fact that the methods use the Criteria API will greatly facilitate develop-
ment.

Although this implementation has been successful and has brought various advantages
to merlin, there are still certain weaknesses.

Hibernate is a third-party library, which is susceptible to bugs and deprecation.

47
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Also, some operations still lack a data model between the GUI and the data layer. Inte-
gers, strings, arrays should be replaced by objects, which ease the classification of the type
of information retrieved from the data layer.

The developed code was integrated in merlin current version, and the application was
used with this implementation in the course ”S2M2 - Summer School in Metabolic Model-
ing”, held at the University of Minho in June 2019. Currently, it continues being developed
in the Bioinformatics and Systems Biology lab of the BioSystems groups at University of
Minho.

All developed code is available in the merlin 4.0 repository and can be accessed through
the link https://gitlab.bio.di.uminho.pt/merlin4/merlin-hibernate/tree/dev spereira.

Finally, these changes improved merlin’s usability.

5.2 future work

There are still many improvements that can be made to the application.
It would be important to rethink the way data is returned from the APIs. Currently, in

some operations it is returned as simple data, that is, strings, arrays, integers, but it would
be more useful for the application to be returned as objects, facilitating the access to the
information.

Another possible improvement would be in the use case where the merlin application
access to the database remotely. It would be a great improvement, having a version with
access to a remote server that has the business logic layer and the entire data layer imple-
mented on the server side and not in the application. This way, it would avoid cases of
updates to the application due to bugs in the two layers mentioned above and, in addition,
a remote server has a much higher performance, being important since merlin is becoming
an application more and more used by several people at a time. It would be possible with
the development and integration of Spring services, once it allows to create autoinjection
for the Restful controllers layer. Therefore, with Spring services integration, it would allow
to create a merlin version, holding a Restful API, where some of the plug-ins may be on
a server performing heavier computational tasks, as well as creating a graphical interface
based on web interfaces.
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M E R L I N I N T E R P R O E N T I T I E S

Table 1.: Interpro Entities.
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B
M E R L I N A N N O TAT I O N E N T I T I E S

Table 2.: Annotation Entities.
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Table 3.: Model Entities.
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